KVHA News – Tournaments Highlight KVHA’s
Thanksgiving Holiday Weekend
Kent Valley Ice Centre, Kent, WA. December 5, 2013 – The
Thanksgiving holiday provides a break from NPSHL and
PNAHA League competition for KVHA’s teams. However,
it opens up the opportunity for teams to participate in
any number of tournaments throughout the great Pacific
Northwest.
The Portland Jr. Hawks Hockey Association hosted the
6th Annual 2013 Harvest Cup Tournament. Kent Valley’s
Mite Lightning and Tornadoes along with the Squirt
Tornadoes and PeeWee Tier-II Selects traveled to
Oregon for the 3-day tournament. Competition was held
at a number of ice rinks around the Portland metropolitan area. Among them was the
Winterhawks Skating Center, Sherwood Ice Rink and Mountain View Ice Rink (Vancouver).
The Kent Valley PeeWee Tornadoes traveled to
Bremerton to participate in the 9th Annual Battle for the
Sound hockey tournament for PeeWee “C” teams. The
West Sound Minor Hockey web site indicates that 16
teams from around the Pacific Northwest participated in
the tournament. Meanwhile, back at home, our Kent
Valley Midget Tornadoes played an exhibition game at
ShoWare Center.
Congratulations to the Portland Jr. Hawks and West
Sound Hockey Associations for extending the tradition of
these great holiday tournaments. Well done!
Imagine the tournament possibilities of a second sheet
of ice at Kent Valley Ice Centre and the ice at ShoWare
Center could provide for KVHA to host these kinds of
events. For now, we can only dream. But, one day, it
will happen. I can’t wait…

An Addition to the Van Mechelen Team
Former Kent Valley Hockey Coach (2010/2012) and player (2003/2005), Isaac Van
Mechelen and his wife Natalie are the proud parents of newborn boy. Tiberius John Van
Mechelen was born November 8, 2013. Isaac, Natalie and Ty live in the San Francisco Bay
area. Isaac is employed with CalidusCloud, a software firm in Pleasanton, California. KVHA
sends congratulations to Isaac and Natalie.

KVHA Weekend Scoreboard:
KVHA Mite Lightning played 9 games at the 6th Annual Harvest Cup Tournament
KVHA Mite Tornadoes played 9 games at the 6th Annual Harvest Cup Tournament
11/29

Loss

KVHA Squirt Tornadoes

1

vs.

Portland Squirt Jr. Hawks Dynamite

7

11/30

Loss

KVHA Squirt Tornadoes

0

vs.

Seattle Jr. Squirt Blades

12

11/30

Loss

KVHA Squirt Tornadoes

1

vs.

Portland Squirt Jr. Hawks Whiteout

9

12/1

Win

KVHA Squirt Tornadoes

11

vs.

Eugene Squirt Jr. Generals

1

11/29

Win

KVHA PeeWee Tornadoes

4

vs.

Vancouver Cobras C3

1

11/30

Loss

KVHA PeeWee Tornadoes

2

vs.

Semiahmoo Coyotes C6

3

11/30

Win

KVHA PeeWee Tornadoes

4

vs.

Seattle Jr. Blades

0

12/1

Loss

KVHA PeeWee Tornadoes

0

vs.

Semiahmoo Lightening C3

2

11/29

Loss

KVHA PeeWee T-II Selects

1

vs.

North Delta A1-T2

7

11/29

Loss

KVHA PeeWee T-II Selects

1

vs.

Peninsula A1-T2

4

11/30

Loss

KVHA PeeWee T-II Selects

1

vs.

Semiahmoo A2-T2

13

Portland Jr. Winterhawks’ 6th Annual Harvest Cup
Tournament Delights Mite Lightning and Tornadoes
Story contributed by Ryan Reese-Beltrand & Matt Wagner
Winterhawks Skating Center, Portland, OR. November 30, 2013 – It was a joy to see Kent

Valley so well represented by both the Mite Lightning and Mite Tornadoes in Portland over
Thanksgiving weekend. Watching the Lightning from the stands I found myself saying "nice
pass" on more than one occasion per game. Easton Wagner had an amazing run in net, but
by no means was there a lack of superb defensive play, notably by Jaden Sano. The offense
also poured in some amazing shots, though there was a little problem with puck luck. There
seemed to be more than a few good looking shots that hit posts or the side of the net.
On the Tornado side of things Boston Reese-Beltrand did earn a shutout, but both Wyatt
Halasz and Matthew Blackmon were whiskers away from shutouts of their own. The
Tornadoes all did an excellent job of not only putting shots on net, but crashing the net and
putting home the rebounds. Dylan Berger, Nick Cyr and Erik Jung were relentless in the
scoring category, but also had key assists which contributed to every single Tornado scoring
at least one goal.
The Lightning went 3-2-4 all weekend. One of the wins came with a little more than 30
seconds to go, the Eugene team was putting on the pressure, Easton Wagner made 3 huge
saves, Vince Terry took the puck down to the Eugene end of the ice, passed it over to
Brayden Lee and he scored with just about 2 seconds left on the clock to go ahead 3-2. In
all 9 games, the entire team played hard and also played as a team. Easton stood on his
head for all 9 games making some unbelievable saves.
Coaches are extremely proud of the great progress all of the Kent Valley Mite players have
made so far this season, and I don't see that letting up any time soon. Go Mites!

Kent Valley Squirt Tornadoes Face Tough Competition at
6th Annual Harvest Cup Tournament
Winterhawks Skating Center, Portland, OR. December 12, 2013 – The toughest game of the

weekend for the Kent Valley’s Squirt Tornadoes was game 2 against a local team, the
Seattle Jr. Squirt Blades. The Blades are tied for fourth place in NPSHL standings while the
Tornadoes are currently ranked eleventh. The Blades romped over the Tornadoes 12 to 0 in
game two of the tournament.
The Tornadoes played two Portland teams, Dynamite and Whiteout. Dynamite won game
one 7 to 1 and Whiteout won game three 9 to 1. The Tornadoes best game of the
tournament was an 11 to 1 victory over the Eugene Jr. Generals in game 4.
Connor Kirby recorded a Hat Trick in game 4. Kirby scored 1 goal in the first period and
back to back goals one minute apart in the second period. G’bari Mayers, Luke Pizzey and
Caleb Chaloner each scored 2 goals. Kent Valley was awarded a penalty shot in the second
period but the score sheet did not reflect the time of the penalty or whether or not the
penalty shot succeeded. Full scoring details are noted below.
Below is the scoring summary:
GAME 4 – 6th Annual Harvest Cup Tournament
KVHA Squirt Tornadoes (11) vs. Eugene Squirt Jr. Generals (1)
Team

Per

Time

Scoring

Kent Valley

1

12:48

Connor Kirby (1) (Unassisted & Power Play)

Kent Valley

1

3:15

G’bari Mayers from Caleb Chaloner

Kent Valley

1

1:29

Luke Pizzey from Jaret Scott

Kent Valley

2

15:02

Caleb Chaloner (Unassisted)

Kent Valley

2

11:58

Connor Kirby (2) from Ryan Severson

Kent Valley

2

10:59

Connor Kirby (3-Hat Trick) from Ryan Severson

Eugene

2

6:23

Kent Valley

3

14:20

Kent Valley

3

9:59

Caleb Chaloner (Unassisted)

Kent Valley

3

7:52

Luke Pizzey (Unassisted)

Kent Valley

3

5:15

Jacob Beamish (Unassisted)

Kent Valley

3

4:45

G’bari Mayers (Unassisted)

Blake Williams from Jacob Bender
Scott Hanscom from Jaret Scott

Goaltenders and Shots on Goal were not recorded on the score sheets.
Kent Valley skated penalty free.
Eugene had 2 minor penalties and 1 penalty shot for 4 minutes.

Below are the four game scores:
Portland Jr. Winterhawks – 6th Annual Harvest Cup Tournament
11/29

KVHA Squirt Tornadoes

1

vs.

Portland Squirt Jr. Hawks - Dynamite

7

11/30

KVHA Squirt Tornadoes

0

vs.

Seattle Jr. Squirt Blades

12

11/30

KVHA Squirt Tornadoes

1

vs.

Portland Squirt Jr. Hawks - Whiteout

9

12/1

KVHA Squirt Tornadoes

11

vs.

Eugene Squirt Jr. Generals

1

Kent Valley PeeWee Tornadoes go 2 and 2 at Bremerton’s
“Battle for the Sound” Tournament
Story contributed by Ellen Shelden
Bremerton Ice Center, Bremerton, WA. December 1, 2013 – The Kent Valley PeeWee
Tornadoes participated in the 9th Annual “Battle for the Sound” in Bremerton. Below is a
game by game account of their weekend adventure.
Game 1:

Kent Valley PeeWee Tornadoes (4) vs. Vancouver PeeWee C3 Cobras

Coach Jeff Ferguson took his KVHA Tornadoes team on a holiday road trip to compete in a
field of sixteen teams this weekend at the “Battle for the Sound” Tournament in Bremerton.
That field included nine Canadian teams and would be their first tournament game of the
season. During this Thanksgiving holiday weekend, the KVHA Tornadoes were hoping to
have one more thing to be thankful for, as they faced the Vancouver C3 Cobras, their first
of 3 match-ups against Canadian teams. And thankful they were as the team captured their
first win by an impressive score of 4-1! Go Team!
Period 1 – The 1st period was highlighted with a zealous battle for possession. Throughout
the period, it was evident that the players were working well together getting into position
and vying for the puck. The Tornadoes took the early lead with their first goal from Lane
Eriks(#19), who scored a short-handed goal through the goalie’s legs from a mid-ice shot
near the blue line. Way to go, Lane! Fortunately, the Tornadoes would sustain this lead as
the buzzer sounded the end of the period.
Period 2 – In the 2nd period, both teams had a difficult time fighting for possession of the
puck. The Tornado players showed great progressive growth with their strong defensive
skills and puck handling. However, the Cobras caught a break and scored a goal on a
breakaway shot to tie the game at one goal a piece.

Period 3 – The passionate battle for possession came to a culminating end in the 3rd
period. Just as the period started, the Tornadoes would score their first goal when Rickey
Campbell(#4) would net a sweet breakaway shot to once again give the Tornadoes the lead.
But the Tornadoes weren’t done yet! Two more goals would be scored just minutes apart:
the first by Maxwell Mudge(#15), assisted by Steven Rosenquist(#5) & Sean Smith(#14);
the second by Alex Britten(#3). Way to get the rally going, boys!
Summary – Ultimately, the KVHA Tornadoes won a great one to get things started against
a strong Vancouver Cobras team in tournament play on Friday by a final score of 4 to 1.
Goalie Tyler Roberts(#35) had a solid performance saving 10 out of 11 shots for a 91%
save rate in the net. Spectacular job, Tyler! At the end of the game, Sean Smith(#14) was
awarded MVP of the game. Hopefully as the tournament play goes on, we will see continued
improvement in the Tornadoes skills. Next up, the Tornadoes face another Canadian team
for their second tournament game. Good luck, Tornadoes!
Below is the scoring summary for Game #1:
Bremerton Tournament – Battle For The Sound – Game #1
KVHA PeeWee Tornadoes (4) vs. Vancouver C3 Thunderbirds (1)
Team

Per

Time

Scoring

Kent Valley

1

3:58

Lane Eriks (Unassisted)

Vancouver

2

8:25

Christine Lohmeer from Jaden Harakh

Kent Valley

3

11:13

Rickey Campbell (Unassisted)

Kent Valley

3

7:37

Maxwell Mudge from Steven Rosenquist & Sean Smith

Kent Valley

3

6:54

Alex Britten (Unassisted)

Kent Valley’s Tyler Roberts stopped 10 of 11 shots on goal for 91%.
Vancouver’s Lukas Richer stopped 16 of 20 shots on goal for 80%.
Vancouver had 2 minor penalties for 5 minutes.
Kent Valley had 1 minor penalty for 3 minutes.
MVP = #14 Sean Smith

Game 2:

Kent Valley PeeWee Tornadoes (2) vs. Semiahmoo Coyotes C6 (3)

On this action-packed day, the Tornadoes’ first opponent was another team from North of
the border. As dawn broke on Saturday, November 30th, the KVHA Tornadoes went up
against a HUGE Semiahmoo C6 Coyotes team in tournament play but the match-play didn’t
go as they expected. Instead of getting a “W”, the Tornadoes faced a physically massive
and an extremely inspired team who travel quite a distance to compete. The Tornadoes
displayed great spirit and focus in winning many of the one-on-one battles for the puck,
even against players twice their size throughout the entire game. With relentless attacks
and physically powerful players, the Canadian team composed of mostly 7th-graders
eventually got the upper-hand to snag the win, resulting in a 3-2 final score. Ferguson and
his team sadly came away with their first loss of the season and of the holiday weekend
tournament after a persistent attack by the Semiahmoo C6 Coyotes. Even with the loss, it is
evident that the weekly practices continue to help the Tornadoes improve their defensive
skills and positional play.
Period 1 – The KVHA Tornadoes went toe-to-toe during the 1st period against a strong
Semiahmoo Coyotes team. Both goalies had their work cut out for them trying to fend off
multiple shots to the net. In the end, the strong exchange between both teams was evident
as neither team scored during the period. It was exciting to witness such a great exchange
between two competitive teams! Great performance by both teams!
Period 2 - As the 2nd period opened, the Tornadoes had a difficult time fighting for
possession of the puck and the Coyotes took advantage. Consequently, the Coyotes were

first to find the net and put a score on the board. However, that just proved to be a
motivating factor for the Tornadoes! After fighting some more over the puck, the Tornadoes
would find an opportunity to get on the scoreboard with a quick, unassisted goal by Rickey
Campbell(#4). Great shot, Rickey! The Tornadoes regrouped to keep the momentum going,
where in a déjà vu moment, Rickey Campbell(#4) would score again – his second of the
night – just before the close of the period to take the lead going into the final period. Go
Tornadoes!
Period 3 - The fervent battle for the puck continued well into the 3rd period. Unfortunately,
the Tornadoes let up their defense a bit and allowed the Coyotes back in the game where
they would score to tie up the game. While the Tornadoes tried to collect themselves, they
just couldn’t muster enough of a rally against the tough Semiahmoo Coyotes team to regain
the lead. Consequently, the Coyotes caught one last break in the late minutes of the period
and sadly came out ahead by breaking the tie to take the lead as the period closed against
a very young but proud Tornadoes team.
Summary – In the end, the exciting outcome of this tournament game wasn’t decided until
the last buzzer sounded. Even with the few goals scored by the Tornadoes, it wasn’t enough
and they regrettably couldn’t take the win on the ice. Sadly, the KVHA Tornadoes played a
resilient Canadian team in tournament play on Saturday that resulted in a loss with a final
score of 3 to 2. Despite the loss, this game was the best team hockey the Tornadoes have
played all year thus far. At the end of the game, Rickey Campbell(#4) was awarded MVP of
the game. A lot can be said about the positive growth and developmental maturity seen in
the Tornado players so far this season. Hopefully their next tournament game later in the
day will provide a different outcome! Good luck, Tornadoes!
Below is the scoring summary for Game #2:
Bremerton Tournament – Battle For The Sound – Game #2
KVHA PeeWee Tornadoes (2) vs. Semiahmoo C6 Coyotes (3)
Team

Per

Time

Scoring

Semiahmoo

2

10:25

Manpreet Lally from Palvir Gill

Kent Valley

2

7:00

Rickey Campbell (Unassisted)

Kent Valley

2

3:20

Rickey Campbell (Unassisted)

Semiahmoo

3

7:12

Jayden Molison from Hudson Stobbe

Semiahmoo

3

2:50

Jayden Molison from Joshua Sawada

Kent Valley’s Tyler Roberts stopped 32 of 35 shots on goal for 91%.
Semiahmoo’s Peter Nakonechny stopped 16 of 18 shots on goal for 89%.
Semiahmoo had 1 minor penalty for 3 minutes.
Kent Valley skated penalty free.
MVP = #4 Rickey Campbell

Game 3:

Kent Valley PeeWee Tornadoes (4) vs. Seattle Jr. PeeWee Blades (0)

The pressure was “on” as the KVHA Tornadoes readied to take on the SJHA Blades for their
second game of the day Saturday, November 30th. With 2 games already under their belt,
the Tornadoes were eager to get another “W”! That motivation was the key as the
Tornadoes churned it up and rallied with a relentless attack to snap the shutout win! Great
teamwork, Tornadoes!
Period 1 – In hopes that being the home team would be an advantage, the Tornadoes took
to the ice with a fierce competitiveness and intensity that was almost palatable. The
Tornadoes struck first against the Blades with the early goal at 6:40 of the first period by
Alex Britten(#3), assisted by Drew Sherwood(#11). That would seal the deal as the

Tornadoes would keep this lead as the period closed, raising the spirits of an inspired
Tornadoes team on the bench.
Period 2 – As the 2nd period opened, the struggle continued for possession of the puck.
Both teams had a difficult time gaining the upper-hand despite several shots to the net. In
the end, the intense exchange between these two competitive teams was apparent as
neither team scored during the period. Great offensive and defensive performances by both
teams!
Period 3 – The electrifying battle continued well into the 3rd period as the Tornadoes
quickly got back to work with Lane Eriks(#19), scoring a short-handed goal, to extend the
lead once again in the game. After a heated battle for possession continued, the Tornadoes
would not let up their relentless attack and kicked it into high-gear to finish the period. With
an assist by Tyler Sherwood(#2), Alex Britten(#3) would net a spectacular shot to further
their lead. Yet only 22 seconds later, Steven Rosenquist(#5) would score the Tornadoes’
final goal to close out the period, assisted by Jake Ferguson(#8). Outstanding teamwork,
boys!
Summary – It was pure grit and determination that saw the Tornadoes come back from
their previous loss to win in style with a shutout victory against the SJHA Blades by a final
score of 4 to 0. The Blades fired 7 shots on the Tornadoes goal while the Tornadoes put an
impressive 26 shots on the Blades’ net. Tornadoes goalie Tyler Roberts(#35) stopped all of
the Blades’ shots to earn yet another shutout! At the end of the game, Alex Britten(#3) was
awarded MVP of the game. Congratulations to both teams on a very exciting and
entertaining game! Hopefully their next tournament game against another Canadian
Semiahmoo team will give them that elusive “win” and put them on a great path of success!
Good luck, Tornadoes!
Bremerton Tournament – Battle For The Sound – Game #3
KVHA PeeWee Tornadoes (4) vs. Seattle Jr. Blades (0)
Team

Per

Time

Scoring

Kent Valley

1

8:20

Alex Britten from Drew Sherwood

Kent Valley

3

6:36

Lane Eriks (Unassisted)

Kent Valley

3

3:26

Alex Britten from Tyler Sherwood

Kent Valley

3

3:04

Steven Rosenquist from Jake Ferguson

Kent Valley’s Tyler Roberts stopped 7 of 7 shots on goal for a shutout.
Seattle Jr’s Peter Nakomechny stopped 22 of 26 shots on goal for 85%.
Semiahmoo had 1 minor penalty for 2 minutes.
Kent Valley had 3 minor penalties for 7 minutes.
MVP = #3 Alex Britten

Game 4:

Kent Valley PeeWee Tornadoes (0) vs. Semiahmoo Lightening C3 (2)

The KVHA Tornado caravan rolled into town about noon for their fourth and final tournament
match against the Semiahmoo C3 Lightening from Canada. In the final game, the Tornadoes
boys fought hard but were not prepared for the HUGE Lightening team who took advantage
of the ice on Sunday and showed no mercy by outscoring the Tornadoes with an unrelenting
assault to take the eventual win by a final score of 2-0.
Period 1 – The impassioned battle for the puck began right as the whistle blew and the first
puck was dropped. The Lightening took more than a second shot at the Tornadoes but were
thankfully unable to net one throughout the period. While the Tornadoes showed their
strong wills to succeed, they too were unable to get a robust enough rally going against the
Semiahmoo Lightening team to take the lead before the end of the period, resulting in a
scoreless tie game.

Period 2 – The second period started off like the first: fast and tough. It was a vicious
storm as the Tornadoes tried to blow the Lightening off the ice - but both goalies endured
the storm and did a tremendous job to fend off numerous shots to the net. To that end, the
game would remain in a scoreless tie.
Period 3 – As the final period opened, the Tornadoes wouldn’t let the scoreless game
distract them and quickly collected themselves to get a rally going. Unfortunately, the
Tornadoes drew a crosschecking call at 10:23, resulting in a power-play goal by the
Lightening.
With hopes of getting back to a tie and initiating a comeback, they got back to work but the
struggle for possession of the puck was just too intense. Unfortunately, the Lightening
would have none of it and came out ahead by netting another goal as the period closed.
Summary - Despite 2 power-play opportunities for the Tornadoes, they were unable to
convert against our northern neighbor and regrettably lost the tough battle on the ice by a
final score of 2-0. Yet throughout the contest, they ALL fought hard to the bitter end as a
TEAM, and still somehow nearly found a way to emerge victorious against an extremely
tough and very BIG Canadian team. Tornadoes goalie Tyler Roberts(#35) stood up to the
Lightening’s assault stopping 10 of 12 shots - a respectable 83% save rate. Because of this
valiant effort, he was awarded MVP of the game. All in all, they accomplished a lot as a
TEAM and had fun doing it! Hopefully, they’ll get back in the groove at their NPSHL game
against the Sno-King White in two weeks and it will provide a different outcome! Good luck,
Tornadoes!
Bremerton Tournament – Battle For The Sound – Game #4
KVHA PeeWee Tornadoes (0) vs. Semiahmoo C3 Lightening (2)
Team

Per

Time

Scoring

Semiahmoo

3

9:22

Daniel Axford (Unassisted)

Semiahmoo

3

5:54

Joshua Lauriente (Unassisted)

Kent Valley’s Tyler Roberts stopped 10 of 12 shots on goal for 83%.
Semiahmoo’s Jackson Croze stopped 11 of 11 shots on goal for a shutout.
Semiahmoo had 2 minor penalties for 6 minutes.
Kent Valley 1 minor penalty for 2 minutes.
MVP = #35 Tyler Roberts

Kent Valley PeeWee Tier-II Selects Learn from Tough
Competition at 6th Annual Harvest Cup Tournament
Winterhawks Skating Center, Portland, OR. December 1, 2013 – Kent Valley’s PeeWee Tier-

II Selects participated in the very strong PeeWee Tier-II Division of the 6th Annual Harvest
Cup Tournament. Kent Valley ended up in the “flight” with all Canadian teams and faced
some very strong competition. It was a great learning experience for the Selects. Coaches
were pleased that the Selects were able to improve their defense from game 3 to game 4
against a tough Semiahmoo team.
Below are the four game scores:
Portland Jr. Winterhawks – 6th Annual Harvest Cup Tournament
11/29

KVHA PeeWee T-II Selects

1

vs.

North Delta PeeWee A1-T2

7

11/30

KVHA PeeWee T-II Selects

1

vs.

Peninsula PeeWee A1-T2

4

11/30

KVHA PeeWee T-II Selects

1

vs.

Semiahmoo PeeWee A2-T2

13

12/1

KVHA PeeWee T-II Selects

0

vs.

Semiahmoo PeeWee A2-T2

7

Kent Valley Midget Tornadoes Take Down SnoKing Midget
Grey 3 to 1 at ShoWare Center
ShoWare Center, Kent, WA. November 30, 2013 – Kent Valley’s Midget Tornadoes
spotted SnoKing Grey a one-goal lead Saturday at ShoWare Center and went on to overtake
Grey and win the exhibition game by a score of 3 to 1. The two teams played to a 2 to 2 tie
in NPSHL League play back on October 26th. SnoKing Grey currently leads the Tornadoes by
one point in the NPSHL standings. The two teams will meet again in NPSHL League
competition on February 9th at SnoKing’s Kingsgate Arena.
SnoKing’s Dain Dyson took advantage of an early power play opportunity after Kent Valley’s
second line change of the game turned into a “Too Many” minor penalty for the Tornadoes
at 11:46. It took Dyson only 10 seconds to get Grey on the board. He was assisted by
David Satagai.
Kent Valley’s Chase Dosa tied the game with 5:09 remaining in the first period. Jocelyn
Pitlick and Patrick Dunphy assisted Dosa on the power play goal. Patrick Dunphy scored the
game winner with 3:57 remaining in the second period. Dunphy was assisted by Chase
Dosa and Jocelyn Pitlick. James Catherson scored Kent Valley’s third and final goal in the
last minute of the game. Catherson was assisted by Jeremy Blondin.
Kent Valley outshot SnoKing 20 to 15. Each team had four power play opportunities and
each was able to score one power play goal. Kent Valley’s Tyler Hunt performed well in goal
as he turned away 14 of 15 SnoKing shots for an impressive 93% save rate. Way to go
Tornadoes!
Below is the scoring summary:
KVHA Midget Tornadoes (3) vs. SnoKing Midget Grey (1)
Team

Per

Time

Scoring

SnoKing

1

11:36

Kent Valley

1

5:09

Chase Dosa from Jocelyn Pitlick & Patrick Dunphy
(Power Play)

Kent Valley

2

3:57

Patrick Dunphy from Chase Dosa & Jocelyn Pitlick

Kent Valley

3

0:49

James Catherson from Jeremy Blondin

Dain Dyson from David Satagaj (Power Play)

Kent Valley’s Tyler Hunt stopped 14 of 15 shots on goal for 93%.
SnoKing’s Jessie Elop stopped 17 of 20 shots on goal for 85%.
Kent Valley had 4 minor penalties for 8 Minutes.
SnoKing had 4 minor penalties for 8 Minutes.

Quote of the Day!
Celebrating with Stanley:
"On my day with the Cup I took it back to my family farm where I’d grown up – in Simcoe,
Ontario – where I spent the morning with my family. I will never forget the moment when
the Cup Keeper showed up and took the Cup out of its case and set it down in the living
room. What surreal moment. I just sat there staring at it, thinking about all the early
morning practices and about all the things that my mom and dad sacrificed over the years
so that I could pursue my passion. So to be able to share that moment with my family was
extremely important and meaningful to me. After that we put the Cup on display in town
and let everybody enjoy it.”
Rob Blake, Stanley Cup winner with Colorado 2001
Quote from Raising Stanley - NHL LEGENDS IN THEIR OWN WORDS by Ross Bernstein

Editor’s Note: Rob Blake is back with the NHL L.A. Kings organization; this time as
Assistant General Manager of Hockey Operations. Blake and his wife Brandy live in the Los
Angeles area and have three children, sons Jack and Max, and daughter Brooke.
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KVHA Host Hotel - Proud Sponsors of Kent Valley Hockey
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Enjoy your favorite beverage or
snack at Kent Valley Ice Centre’s
“On the Edge” Café.
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